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THE LAW OF HAITINESS.

Man is the measure of the universe. According as lie is so do all

thinjis appear. On earth there is nothinfj; great but man, and in man

there is nothing great but soul. Man is a perpetual seeker. What
is the object of that search ?

" Ilappini'ss in our being's end and aim." Essay on Man.—PorB.

" Say to all manner of happiness, I can do without thee." Sartor Kesartus.

—C'aulylk,

Whether wc endorse the Poet or the Philosopher, or neither, the

theme is confessedly of interest, and its discussion may be of im-

mediate advantage. The conjunction of terms frequently deemed

so opposite and conflicting as " Law " and " Happiness," may at first

seem an incongruous association, and suggestive of anything but

happiness. Yet reflection will furnish reasons for such a combination,

and the progress of our discussion may make its appropriateness

manifest.

What we are to undcrst.tad by the term law, when applied in

such a connection as that of the present, has been characterised by

the profound and biilliant Erskino in a celebrated argument "as that

" which God the Sovereign of the universe, has prescribed to all

" men, not (observe) by any formal promulgation, but by the internal

" dictate of rea.>;ou alone. It is to be discovered by a just considera.

" tion of the agreeableness or disagreeableness of human actions to

" the nature of man." It is that inner law of which Cicero speaks

so often, and to which he made his ardent appeals.

It has ever been a conviction with us, that spiritual laws and

operations have their analogies, tyjios and symbols n\oro largely and

truly exhibited in the material universe thau is commonly acknow-
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tliose tonus were scattered, nrnl their projierties or forces imparted to

coiiMtitute a great iiiu.-euni for man,— a vast schooliiouHe of tlmnglit.

The cartli lias not been made in vain. " He made it to he iidiahited."

A prepared abode raises the presumption of adaptati((n to an<l fitness

in its oeeupant. Objects are meant to be teachers as will ils servants.

Nor hiw any element, introduced during the Kdenic dispensation,

wrought any radical change. Tlie first cf our race violated the law

of his constitution, and he was broken upon the buttress of tlic law.

We may not infringe on these s[)iritual forces with impunity, or

without I0S.S. I mainly desire to show and illustrate the truth that

the behests and injunctions of the book we hold to be inspired of the

Highest, are not accidental utterances, nor arbitrary in tlicir nature;

that its restraints are not matter of caprice on the jiart of the Law-
giver, nor of option on that of the subject, save and except as are all

such mandates in the realm of free will, wherein we may infringe,

but at the fearful penalty of mental incompleteness and spiritual

deformity; that within every child that comes on this theatre of

being, winged from the open hand of the Eternal to fill its allotted

place m a sacred personality, there is garnered an invisible cosmos,

ruled by a constitution and system of laws which inevitably necessitate

that when written thereon Sin, there shall follow in inevitable secjuence

3Hsery,—Hell ! And when ingrained thereon Go'»dness, there shall

Hurclyfollow Happiness,—Heavee ! Every child presents this separate

educational problem. What then is happiness ? It denotes our

temporal relation to objects, and describes that state of being which

is attended with enjoyment. So much nuiy bo gleaned from any

approved lexicon, but if it be the product or offspring uniforndy

issuing from certain conditions or causes, we must analyse its nature,

and discriminate its components before we can, by synthesis, construct

u true theory.

Our language has many words that are used by Crabbe, Rogers

and others as synonymous with the word happiness, or illustrative

thereof, as fortuuate, felicity, bliss, joy, &c.

Let us take tlie word as standing for the aggregate of pleasure-

able emotions, we derive from external objects and it will be seen

at a glance to deal with us as compound beings, as composed of body
and soul—mind and matter.

We know nothing of those potent powers in the material world

of which we have made mention, but by :he changes and movements
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of their own nature have persistently sought in something tangible
;

with approaching manhood the race having tried and tired in the
bootless chase will discern that the happiness so fondly yet fruitlessly

delved for is neither in this thing nor that thing, is neither there
nor yonder, but within, and simply lies in the consciousness of a right
relation to time and its concomitants

; in the consciousness of being
fully occupied in harmony with our capacities.

A solution of the question clearly involves that of the ministry
of labor. "We are all in quest of happiness, and yet how diversified
our occupations and how dissimilar our conditions. No two pebbles
taken from the resounding shore arc mottled and rounded exactly
alike, though wrought upon by the touch of the self-same laving
ocean, and no two souls have been placed in precisely the same con-
junction of mind and things, and tl uman will—great architect
of circumstances—has never the same materials to deal with in dif-
ferent persons. Yet through all the din of City life and from the
quietude of rural haunts, rises the self same cry uttered or unex-
pressed.—" Kind heaven, Grant us happiness !

"

Take but one illustration from the daily habits of some present.
The interests of the Merchant arc commonly supposed or said to be
iu his money and to bo measured by his proBts. But every Merchant
was a Man before he was a Merchant, and ho will be a man still when
the :edger and day-book, with all trace of merchandise shall have
been dissolved in flame—aye somewhere and somehow when a new
heavens shall bend over a world responsive and reflective in its newness.
The changes of life, the fluctuations of commerce or the incident of
death, may at any moment remove riches from the merchant or the
merchant from his riches

; but the relation that has subsisted between
them, and the vice or virtue consequent thereon have gone to the
-aoulding of a deathless character. Inside of every Merchant there
is a Man. Back of all the distinctions of life and the isms of trade
lies essential manhood. Man may not at any time separate himself
from what he does or is.

An ancient Philosopher thanked God for his wealth ; and when
his property was destroyed by fire and shipwreck, he thanked God
(it is recorded), yet more because he had been taught the wisc'om
which left him as well off as before. The possibility of such a boon
being ours may not be wisely disregarded. For the end of our com-
mercial, industrial or professional life is not money—you are with

* B
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slesses

those who earn the most
: that the best soaty in tho Kin-doni are

reserved for sueli as can ])ay tiio highest price for tlieni. We came
into being with tlicsc habits of thought and customs of commercial
life surrounding us like swad.lling clotlics. We dare not shirk our
placoin their midst. But we protect against the idea tliat dominates
therein. The Book says, take Imman nature at its best, be liberal •

the commercial world says, take human nature at its worst, be sus-
pici.ms, The l}.;ok says give, sometimes perhaps unwisely,' but let
your purpose be pure; the commercial world says, consider it a shame
to be ever over-reached

; and so the stru-ole goes on until the finer
feelings arc blunted

;
the charitable instincts are uprooted, and

the man upon the theatre of whose heart these forces are at war
becomes a far different creature from what he would were he -ov'
crned by the law of his higher, better and truer nature, and norby
the idea that permeates the world of gain.

TIw amount handled and the magnitude of the transactions is of
httle moment. Would we be happy ? There is as much call for
obedience to principle in planing a board, using the yard stick
visiting the patient, as in directing a warehouse ; interchan-in-Mhe
product of nations, or guiding the destiny of a people. All activity
IS a failure as to results whose spiritual asscssmejit reveals first and
only sc//: Among our great cities passes, one on whmn were men
labelled according to their true history miglit be road,—'- Sold for a
quarter of a miUion dollars, and a stone country seat;" and upon
another moral bankrupt, by the selfsame rule, might be seen :

" Sold
for a counterfeit si.x-pence, and the reversion of a stone jail." Truly
God made the earth, but man has made the world.

_

A numerous class and as many-hued as the rainbow they would
taui imitate, are the subjects of another realin,-the world of fashionA world where the •- cut," the " style," is everything

; where brain and
nobihty of nature, vigor of purpose, and energy of pursuit, are
nothing; a world of scis.sors and broadcloth, and ribbons and laces
It, too, sets up its standard of happiness. It is sought in t!,e fashion
of things. Poverty is a shame, according to its notion ; to be found
doing anything useful is to be lessened in its estimation

; idleness .mikI
frippery are its components

; inertia its paradise, and its aristocracy
IS the shabbiest and meanest known among men.

There are many who make pleasure avowedly the end and aim
-of their lives. They are uear of kin to the last named family.
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of some men of well-proportioned life, it is a pure satisfaction to
know that we, too, are men. The misanthrope is untrue to the hi-her
laws of his being, the hermit a traitor to duty. But that is unwonhy
of our capacities, unbefitting our energy, out of harmony with the
clear scope of our bchg, that claims to be happiness, yet cannot bear
reflection

;
from which one glimpse of reason, one flash of conscience,

may suck out all the sunshine, and leave the darkness of Ev-ptian
night.

-"^^

We need activity, excitement, stimulus if you will, but it must
be such as is in harmony with our capacities. It nmst be conscious
and mtelligent il. distingished from the semi-conscious condition of the
inebriate and the befooled condition of the companion of a meretricious
wanton. From such delusive mirage of happiness not a few have
turned away and experienced a delightful change, so that on the
tomb of the heart once filled with death and the grave-clothes of bad
habits is now a garden blessed by Angel's visits.

The philosophy of happiness requires illustration as bearing
upon a more widely spread ckss than any we have discussed.—
" The poor ye have always with you, " and many who move in the
lowly duties and in the quiet spheres of toil are subject to peculiar
tests and temptations. How often are such met with the question
and declaration—" Arc you a Church goer ?"—" I am." "ah! you
belong to those whc sacrifice this world's happiness for that of the
next.—That does not suit me. You may expect good interest but I
don't like the security. I reckon a bird in hand worth two in the
bush."—and so on. Be this reasoni.ig never so good it availeth not
if the premises be false. It is submitted that they are. In our view
we do not so to speak, deny ourselves of a little happiness now that
we may have a great deal by and-bye. We look not for spiritual in-
vestments that pay the highest dividends. The follower of the Truth
as it is in Jesus claims all and everything the world present as well as
the world to come can have to bestow, or will yield to the diligent
student and indefatigable \;orker. None but the Christian can nmke
the best of hotli worlds.

^

The present is vastly important. It is more solenui to live than
to die. This hour is not one of isolated being. In mo the ages meet.
I am of eternity in the councils of the Creator. Upon the claims of
the present we would not cast a single film. But the present had a
forerunner and shall have a successor. The future is its expectant
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bulent waters, whether life and its toils, in and of themselves, apart

from their clicitive character meet man's capacities and harmonise
with his being ? The indignant protest of humanity will proclaim

the negative. There is nothing to be desired in toil for its own sake

;

Yet it is not for their toil that sympathy is to be given, but for the

consequences of their labors, not necessary, but oh ! so common, and
showing themselves not only in the moral coldness, the intellectual

listlessness or the intellect intensified at a point and associated with

cynical criticism, but in the darker vices into winch so many plunge

headlong for the coveted happiness—precipitating themselves into

the vortex of licentiousness, the whirl of intomperaucc and the mad-
ness of gambling.

Or grant that the subject of the world's wear and tear is kept

back by prudential motives, or blessed prejudices (for there are such),

or other spells from these overt acts, these spasmodic tilts with misciy

and duels with despair, still its fell influences operate and their ten-

dency unrelieved, mark you, is evil and that continually.

No, no ; Light and Immortality alone make it possible for all

men to be happy here ard now. The Cross of Christ uplifted, shall

act as the lightning conductor of all time and bury the furies at its

feet beneath the affluence of Divine grace.

The professional man, the scholar and the perfunctory divine, if

>juch there be, discover that there is no more healing virtue in what

a man thinks than what a man does. The brain regarded as an end

in itself is as powerless as the hand to secure happiness. Much
study is a weariness to the flesh. Education divorced from Religion

is power without corresponding guidance. I may be mistaken, but

my conscience would not sufier me to vote for the expulsion ot the

Bible from the Common school. Knowledge is power, but with bared

and trembling hand the sceptre is to be wielded. The Poet Laureate

sings wisely

—

" Our little systems have their day.

They have their day and cease to be

;

They are but broken lights of Thee
And Thou, Lord ! i rt more than they."

Our first parents proved that knowledge and happiness are not

necessarily one, but ofttimes far removed. The Professiontl man
is not less than the Trader exposed to belittleing conceptions of the dig-

nity of labor ; and the sacredness of sorrow and the mission of life.
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Has the dust of the journey already settled on your pnrnients? Is
your ideal less lofty than of old time,—your standard of excellence
lowered ? Do the clarion notes of duty sound less distinctly ? With
experience are you losing the rich dower of youthful emotions ?
Hold on to the bright vision ! On peril of your happiness let it not
go. Joy is on the wing. It may not come again for any tears. The
intangible, if suffered to depart, may refuse at last to be bought with
a price, or wooed with a prayer. Seize the hour and say, " I will not
let thee go except thou b'css me—even me."

Has it not been so in the life-drama of more than one ? Have
not we revived the old story of the Sibyl, and books of Ancient
Rome, and also discovered that the valuable thing is dearer each time
it is offered, though there be less and less bounteous store of it?
And when the season of visitation has come and been suffered to
depart, with its cloud of dewy mercies undropped, has there not
followed or come at the hour of awakening to contemplate the toil and
chart of a wasted life, a dull aching void ; and we have been tempted
to give up the battle for dead nothingness, and have said, mayhap,
there's nothing for it but to bid the fair and entrancing dream adieu
for ever, and go bac' wearily to the aimless and unhappy existence
of the many around us. I say with consideration, that if I had
nothing to do but pour the power of my endless life into these
surroundings, be they books, pictures, or goods of whatsoever kind,
life would indeed become a tangled skein

; it would be a huge farce
were it not that the very grandeur of our capacities made it a tragedy.
Activity alone is not blessed. But that laborer who goes forth at the
time of the singing of birds, and at twilight wends his way home to
minister to the wants of wife and child, or to beatify the relation of
parent and child, brother and sister ;—ah ! affection gilds that life, be
it ever so humble

; the beaded sweat becomes a hero's gem, and the lines
ploughed over the wrinkled brow mark the victor's march. He has his
opportunity,—it is the opportunity of being ^wor,—honestly, grandly,
nobly poor, and by his thankful happiness he preaches the kingdom of
Heaven within us indeed. Verily in the breaking of bread he sees
God. And that other man, moving in more exalted sphere, whence
the secret of his tranquility ? His labor is carried on with the calm-
ness and dignity of one whose happiness is not bound up in the bales
of merchandise, he gathers and scatters at will. He accomplishes so
much because he has discovered the secret of repose , the repose which
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surely flow,s from the coiisciouHncsy ofk.in.r fullv vimAnv..] ; i

rustle at a leather is by comparison «s a thundcr-clan
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r \
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I. c.

Thoro is a morbid and tlospcriite crjiviiij; abroad for rtwt,—only rest

;

and foeliimH indulucd as if all tliat wan wanted was to lie down in tlie

dark and sleep. " Give us sleep " cried the distant Africs to the

immortal Livingstone. Pathetic cry ! for under the ima{.'c of sleep

they pictured the stajriuition of the grave. Yet lluposo is the com-

plement of activity and needful to beauty. And it is precisely this

element of llepose which proceeds from the harmony of the faculties

upon which we have insisted as an integral element of happiness and

of its Law. Repose, as opposed to strain, pass^ion, turmoil, not to

consciousness, activity, being. Repose and activity met in the Second

Man—the Lord. And were not our conceptions of the truly beautiful

obscured, the primary significance of "0'A«/o.s" rendered by us

" Good " might be freely used and Jesus would be our " Beautiful

Shepherd."

Living in ourselves is as miserable a thing as living/or ourselves.

We are constituted to need something else. " It is not good for man

to be alone." The uplifting of my hand communicates a movement

to the invisible air felt at the remotest bounds of space, and appre-

ciable to the Infinite Eye. Not an isolated atom exists, and strange

as it may sound God never made an imlcpeudvnt man. The harmo-

nious exercise of our faculties implies a legitimate place for, and an

appropriate development of the Afteetions.

2°—To be happy we must have something to love. Without the

emotional part, our intellectual activity becomes that of wasps sucking

from many flowers, but making no honey. Of the pure Intellect

unhallowed by emotion the Devil is a type— Satan is Intellect

intensified to a point. " Get out of yourself," says a wise philosophy

of happiness. Pride whispers "not if I know it," and then comes

that desperate struggle of which misery is one running commentary.

Think you it is without design that we breathe an atmosphere of

mystic and suggestive relationships—That we traverse the regions of

Child and Parent, of Youth and Sweetheart, of Husband and Wife,

or sustain the positions of Master and Apprentice, of Counsellor

and Client ; of Principal and Agent ; of Physician and Patient, of

Merchant and Trader, or take part in the broader inter-dependencies

of ignorance and knowledge, of inexperience and judgment ? Not

one but is educational ; not one but calls out the soul. The perfect

One hath clothed the truth in fittest words and the text I now quote

is like so much of what Jesus said.—" All mine are thine and thine
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lhf#e but a
1 erptal.zed ,„t., the ,u...st ,HM-tVot beauty, " Uum "

cr ,t.s H,K=ech Our cry ,.s to tl.o earth, but the earth rolls on aloni grave; to the heavens but they are an of bras.; we int .""uo

^^^ but theuee proceeds a voice, '' Yo have Mos s Id M Jl ^

the.e T
'

. 7/^ ^ "'''' '"'' '''''' utterances as-e- I me ye shall have peace, and n.y joy shall be lu you. The
J<'> of tlie Lord is your strength."

^°~
'^,""^'' '''""^'' '''""'''

'" "^° '""nan l^rcast
Man never in but always to bo blust "

'' I backward cast my eyes on prospects drear •

And forward, though I cannot see, I guess and/.ar I
"

thre/!rf
"'''/'"'•'''*'"'' ^'••''^''^' ^'""^^' ^^t''^"^'' --d Love andree shadows dog Us steps, Scepticisn, Despair and Hate

; itr ieaislis presence m the three realms of Memory, Experience and A„t

Psalin .. T.„ ,

""8'ltof l»od, and its possossioa vii.dicalw tl,or.al,„ Tl,e good ,„a„ .h.ll bo ,„t»6ed from himself" W„
and e™ 1^'

"""''' '"'."° ">•" '" ">»-»- -,,Je,s de lop,,.!!and everl ,t„,j. p„g,,« in truth, puri.j,, |„ve a„d happines,.

'. i.
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from the depths ol' iniJ-occaii caHttnj< its docp shaded shadow of

f,'looin athwart the waterH, until Htruck with bars «f uiiHhino and

tlaHhcMof f^lory into a thing of grandeur. So tho life that U needs

tho niaiitlitig radiance of the life that is to aunc, tho gladdening of

its hope at prcset\t and the assurance of its blissful fruition hereafter,

to tunc th*^ beats of (he heart to a hapj)y psalm of life. Then life

beconiii: sucred. To sweep a crossing may be to serve God. and he

that i',p|low4 ' plough with honest toil may hear a voice out of the

burning bush of Revelation, and the lowly place where the si.irit

worships is a Holy Jerusaletn of the Church. The common round,

tho trivial task, furnish steps to tho skies. Daily life rises into the

significance of daily sacrifice. lie that receiveth a Prophet in the

name of a Prophet is to receive a Prophet's reward—nothing less.

"They also serve who only stand and wait"

Having something to do, something to love, something to hope

for in happy unison, the whole man will expand. He will energise

freely, and, consequently, with pleasure —for pleasure is the reflex of

unforced anu unimpeded energy. All tho products of this state of

mind bear tho stamp of some excellence and prophecy perfection.

Genius is enthroned in this domain. Persistent effort is its conspic-

uous attribute, and that surely is a prayer of the intellect. Men 7nay

become happier and stronger if they will. There is nothing more

beautiful in creation than each man's private soul when fairly dealt

with and elicited. Helen, when she explored Nature for a model of

a golden cup that she could fitly offer on the altar of Oraua as per-

fectly beautiful, found nothing more exquisite than her own fair

bosom.




